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Resident of one of the biggest clubs in the world, the Italy-born and Brazil-based DJ and producer
Luca di Napoli lives a fantastic time in his career. With over 15 years of baggage, he is considered as
one of the best House Music DJs in the country, where he captivated the clubs, audiences and
promoters with his conceptual and elegant repertoire.
Through his weekly Pop the Cherry residency at the legendary Pacha nightclub in Buzios, Rio de
Janeiro, Luca di Napoli has been making his way to the top of the electronic scene by bringing his
unique take on House music to his regular fan base.
Performing with his refined technique, Di Napoli conquers audiences with a repertoire that includes
the best of House, Deep House and Progressive House, always with striking House beats, strong
groove and powerful vocals. And he certainly counts as one of the few experts in marathon sets and
perfect 4-deck mixes.
With his respected artistic direction work, he was a major contributor to the growth of electronic
music scene in Rio. As an example, he held the "D'Beatz" project at the Nuth Lounge, between 2006
and 2008. It was the "first" weekly indoor party with weekly guest DJs held in Rio de Janeiro for 2
years. He has since showcased his unique House vibe the legendary Pacha Buzios - the most
competitive and acclaimed clubs of electronic music of South America – but also on all continents,
from Ibiza to Mexico, Germany to South Africa.
On the production side, his tracks have reached the Traxsource Top100 various times, they have
been licensed to several European labels and have received the support of many of the top
international players in the House circuit. Luca offers his fan base to discover his new productions
every month through his popular monthly podcast, "FIND YOUR SENSE", a magical journey through
all sorts of elegant House music.
No word can truly describe what experiencing his music is… be it through his podcast or one of his
legendary marathon sets. Just close your eyes and let Luca Di Napoli’s music help you “FIND YOUR
SENSE”!

